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Foxpro 2.6 for PC also requires a 32-bit operating system. Despite the FoxPro 2.6.1 release, no
later release was published for Windows. FoxPro 2.6 was discontinued in 1996 and re-released in
2002 under a new name, VisiPro, with a completely new look and feature set. Features FoxPro
supports true Microsoft Access-style database editing, in which each data field is an object that
can contain other objects (for example, a string field containing a date can also contain a text
string, and a text field can be split into two fields: one for text, the other for the remainder of the
string). FoxPro provides an extended "Access" model, which provides a complete programming
model. For example, a record's class, or type, defines which fields are "object fields" and which
are "string fields". A string field can contain another object, another string, or a number. The
object-oriented programming model is similar to that of Microsoft Visual Basic. It also has a
unique feature allowing several string objects in one field, called a "variable length string", similar
to Visual Basic's "String()" function. The ACCESS statement provides the interface to the
database's data in a user-friendly form. For example, the following statement produces a two-
column form, which is useful for entering data that will be used later in a form or report: BEGIN
NEW RECORD; FLAG 1; TITLE = 'Rolls'; QTY = 1; PRICE = 5.99; FLAG 0; END The above
statement produces a new record with a title, quantity, and price field. The FLAG field can be
either 0 or 1; the purpose of the FLAG is to track the changes to the data that are made. The
statement is simply a built-in program called by the Access program. It also provides features such
as predefined variables for use in the ACCESS statement. It is possible to add custom objects,
which are dynamic or "live" objects that respond to changes in data. For example, suppose the
user enters the following in a form: QTY = 2; PRICE = 5.98 The above code would
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